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Neck Pain Causes. The causes of
neck pain are vast. Some neck
pain conditions a patient may
experience in regions away from
the neck, such as tingling in the
arm. Degenerative Disc Disease is
the deterioration of the fragile and
thin cartilage between the
vertebrae of the spine.
Degeneration of the disc,
medically referred to. Hi, the list of
how anxiety can manifest
physically is huge. There are lists
online that mention shakiness and
tremors as possibilities of
manifestations. Causes: There are
generally two causes
Musculoskeletal, which account for
2/3 to 3/4 of back pain, and
neurological (pinched nerve). The
simplest cause is a muscle.
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Hi, the list of how anxiety can manifest physically is huge. There are lists online that mention shakiness and tremors as possibilities of manifestations.
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